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During winter break 2005, OSUN Writing Lab tutor Clay Caroon had a foreign 

experience that he will “remember for a lifetime.”  As part of Clay’s autumn quarter Eng-

lish 595 class, he took part in a ten-day trip to Berlin, Germany.  Seeing this trip as a 

“wonderful chance to share his expertise in Writing Lab theory with others,” Clay, with 

the help of OSU professors Dr. Brown and Dr. Evans, along with German scholar Dr. Pro-

fessor Gerd Braüer, was invited on a special side trip to the University of Education in 

Freiburg, Germany.  In Freiburg, Clay delivered a presentation at the German College in 

Stuttgurt and had the chance to observe university tutors 

training high school students in tutoring methodology. 

 English 595, “Literary Locations,” is offered at both 

Newark and Main Campus as an opportunity for students to 

explore literature in a different culture; the class and the 

trip give students the opportunity to analyze and define 

their identity by encouraging students to remove them-

selves from their everyday culture.  It gives students a 

chance to position themselves as outsiders and see their 

culture through the eyes of members of another society. 

 Clay touts a number of the advantages to traveling 

abroad, most importantly “the chance to look at who you 

are culturally and fundamentally.”  He commented that 

without the help of OSU, the trip wouldn’t have been a 

success, urging “serious scholars to travel abroad” and take part in an international presen-

tation that is “an amazing and rewarding experience.”  OSU currently offers students who 

prove themselves as serious scholars the chance to participate in such events, here and 

abroad, with the help of student research grants. For more information about English 595 

and Student Research Grants, get in touch with your academic advisor. If you’d like to 

hear more about Clay’s trip to Berlin and Freiburg, catch him here at the OSUN Writing 

Lab working busily to help students succeed any way he can. 
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From the Desk of Derek Boczkowski: 

The inaugural edition of OSUN Writing Well, the quarterly newsletter from the OSUN Writing 

Lab, seems to be the perfect medium for me to introduce myself.  While my “new Assistant Co-

ordinator” sheen may have yet to wear off here at Newark, my work in the tutoring world spans 

over 12 years and now three different labs.  I have come fresh from Chi-

cago to central Ohio in search of scholarship and the elusive Buckeye, 

which, as far as I can tell, is some mythical creature that hangs around 

hickory trees and is very serious about college athletics.  Feel free to 

come down to the Lab to say hello anytime. 

 

We in the Lab envision our newsletter as an opportunity to offer the 

Newark Campus a glimpse of our daily dealings and a more profound under-

standing of the folks who deal. We hope that you enjoy OWW—its two pages 

brimming with Lab news, profiles, and writing and language tips—for both 

its serious content and its whimsical material.  I believe there’s a 

word in media circles for such a hybrid of the informational and enter-

taining; thus, I’d like to welcome you to the first edition of the little entermational mis-

sive we like to call (for nearly a whole quarter now) OSUN Writing Well. 

Spring 2006 

Have an idea for the next news-

letter?  Feel free to contact the 

editor, Brittany Schumann, at  

schumann.24@osu.edu 

Clay Caroon (right) in Freiburg with 
friend Jochon Schwuchow, 
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Long before Paris Hilton had style, the ancient Greeks developed style . . . for rhetoric, that is! 

 

Epistrophe: e-pis'-tro-fee   

From Gk. epi, "upon" and strophe, "turning" ("wheeling about") 

Definition: Ending a series of lines, phrases, clauses, or sentences with the same word or group of 

words. 

ExamplesExamplesExamplesExamples    

What lies behind usususus and what lies before usususus are tiny compared to what lies within usususus. —Ralph Waldo 

Emerson 

Of the peoplethe peoplethe peoplethe people, by the peoplethe peoplethe peoplethe people, for the people. the people. the people. the people. —Abraham Lincoln 

We are born to sorrowsorrowsorrowsorrow, pass our time in sorrowsorrowsorrowsorrow, end our days in sorrowsorrowsorrowsorrow. —Anonymous 
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What is the lab for?  Our first 
and foremost service is to 
help students from OSU and 
COTC become better writers.  
We can help you brainstorm 
ideas, develop your topic, be-
gin or revise a rough draft, or 
put finishing touches on a 
final copy, and much more!  
You can type a paper on one 
of the computers (but limit 
printing to papers only—no 
research).  When you enter 
the lab, please remember to 
sign in. If you have never 
signed in to a campus lab 
computer, ask for help; that’s 
what we’re here for. 
 

Coordinator: 
Sunny Caldwell 
 

Assistant Coordinator: 
Derek John Boczkowski 
 

Editing Workshop Leader: 
Shawna Green 
 

Meet the Tutors: 
Sarah Boulard 
Will Brown 
Clay Caroon  
Zeba Haydar 
Joe Hammond 
Melissa Keller 
Josh MacCombs 
Joel Moore 
Jason Murray 
Brittany Schumann 
Chris Seevers 

WIN YOUR PROFESSORS OVER WITH CORRECT GRAMMARWIN YOUR PROFESSORS OVER WITH CORRECT GRAMMARWIN YOUR PROFESSORS OVER WITH CORRECT GRAMMARWIN YOUR PROFESSORS OVER WITH CORRECT GRAMMAR    
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According to Dr. Elizabeth Caldwell of the OSUN English De-

partment, “Correctness is important because it speaks to who you 

are and gives you credibility, and indicates that you have respect 

for your own ideas as well as for your audience.” However, even 

the best writers are sometimes guilty of sullying a well-written 

paper with some commonly misused words and expressions.   

Compare and ContrastCompare and ContrastCompare and ContrastCompare and Contrast    

Dichotomists, take note: adding “and contrast” makes this expression redundant, because 

to compare two things is to note their similarities and their differences.   
 

Abstruse/ObtuseAbstruse/ObtuseAbstruse/ObtuseAbstruse/Obtuse    

"Obtuse" is a geometry term indicating an angle greater than 90 degrees.  

It’s reasonable to imagine that people mix up "abstruse," which means 

“difficult to understand,” with a dull or blunt angle, but the substitution is 

still not correct.  If you are making a negative comment about someone being confusing, 

the word you are looking for is most likely "abstruse." 

A lot A lot A lot A lot     

There is a space between these two words, just as there is a space between “a little.” 

Due to the fact/BecauseDue to the fact/BecauseDue to the fact/BecauseDue to the fact/Because    

 “Due” is often misspelled in this expression, but the entire phrase should be avoided, 

even if it is spelled correctly.  It is too wordy for formal writing, due to the fact, ahem, 

that “because” expresses the causal relationship clearly and concisely. 

To/Two/TooTo/Two/TooTo/Two/TooTo/Two/Too    

Remember that the “tw” in “two” represents a number, like the "tw" in 

"twice" and "twenty."  
 

“Too” is easily remembered because there is more than one “o,” which re-

lates to its only real meanings: “also” (I love you, too.) and “in excess” (You 

work too hard.). 
 

“To” is written when the above don’t apply. 

Hanged/HungHanged/HungHanged/HungHanged/Hung    

"Hung" is correct as the past tense of "hang" in all instances, except when suicide or capi-

tal punishment is involved. 
 

For more information visit the Writing Lab or read Paul Brian’s Common Errors in Eng-

lish Usage. 
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